Please join us for our 2021 Virtual Engineering Design Day event which will be held via Zoom, on Wednesday, May 5, 2021, from 1:00pm - 4:30pm.

Zoom Link:  https://SDSU.zoom.us/s/83277265234

Please click on agenda for event information.

This is the largest College of Engineering event and it showcases the exciting and innovative design projects that our undergraduate Engineering students conceive, design and build during the academic year. Each of our Senior Design classes in Aerospace Engineering, Civil, Construction & Environmental Engineering, Electrical & Computer Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering will be participating. 82 projects will be showcased at the 2021 Virtual Engineering Design Day event.

Please visit each of our Department Engineering Design Day websites for a listing of the projects that will be showcased at the Virtual Engineering Design Day, along with a project picture and description, a YouTube video link to students' project presentations, as well individual student project Zoom links for participants to interact with our students on May 5:

- Aerospace Engineering Design Day Projects
- Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering Design Day Projects
- Electrical and Computer Engineering Design Day Projects
- Mechanical Engineering Design Day Projects

Please visit our College of Engineering Design Day website which has all of the Design Day information in one place.

As well, please view our 2021 Design Day Booklet which provides a picture and description of all projects that will be participating in the 2021 event.

We look forward to seeing you at the SDSU Virtual Engineering Design Day, May 5, 2021!

If you have questions regarding our Virtual Engineering Design Day, please e-mail: coengineering@sdsu.edu